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ABSTRACT

The boreal winter response of the ocean mixed layer to the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) in the Indo-

Pacific region is determined using in situ observations from the Argo profiling float dataset. Composite av-

erages over numerous events reveal that the MJO forces systematic variations in mixed layer depth and

temperature throughout the domain. Strong MJO mixed layer depth anomalies (.15 m peak to peak) are

observed in the central Indian Ocean and in the far western Pacific Ocean. The strongest mixed layer tem-

perature variations (.0.68C peak to peak) are found in the central Indian Ocean and in the region between

northwest Australia and Java. A heat budget analysis is used to evaluate which processes are responsible for

mixed layer temperature variations at MJO time scales. Though uncertainties in the heat budget are on the

same order as the temperature trend, the analysis nonetheless demonstrates that mixed layer temperature

variations associated with the canonical MJO are driven largely by anomalous net surface heat flux. Net heat

flux is dominated by anomalies in shortwave and latent heat fluxes, the relative importance of which varies

between active and suppressed MJO conditions. Additionally, rapid deepening of the mixed layer in the

central Indian Ocean during the onset of active MJO conditions induces significant basin-wide entrainment

cooling. In the central equatorial Indian Ocean, MJO-induced variations in mixed layer depth can modulate

net surface heat flux, and therefore mixed layer temperature variations, by up to ;40%. This highlights the

importance of correctly representing intraseasonal mixed layer depth variations in climate models in order to

accurately simulate mixed layer temperature, and thus air–sea interaction, associated with the MJO.

1. Introduction

The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is a system of

large-scale coupled patterns of atmospheric convection

and winds that originate in the western tropical Indian

Ocean, propagate eastward along the equator, and

eventually die out in the eastern Pacific Ocean (Madden

and Julian 1972). Atmospheric MJO forcing exerts a

profound influence on the mixed layer of the tropical

Indian and Pacific Oceans through anomalous fluxes of

heat, precipitation, and momentum (e.g., Hendon and

Glick 1997; Lau and Waliser 2005). In turn, these pro-

cesses affect the distribution of heat and salt in the ocean

mixed layer. The impacts of the MJO on weather and

climate are manifold (e.g., see the thorough review by

Zhang 2005), most notably in the tropical Indian and

Pacific Oceans where the forcing is strongest, but also

globally. Despite extensive study, model simulations

consistently fail to reproduce the MJO correctly, and

MJO forecasts are not accurate beyond around two

weeks (Seo et al. 2009). As a result, the impacts of the

MJO on both present-day and future weather and cli-

mate are still largely unresolved.

Results from model sensitivity tests have suggested

that air–sea coupling is an integral part of MJO dynamics

(e.g., Flatau et al. 1997; Waliser et al. 1999; Inness and

Slingo 2003; Maloney and Sobel 2004; Woolnough et al.

2007). Developing a better picture for how MJO forcing
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impacts the ocean, and how this may feed back onto the

MJO, may thus be necessary for improving MJO pre-

diction and modeling. This requires quantifying not only

the variations associated with the MJO at the air–sea

interface, but also the variations within the upper ocean.

The MJO can force significant fluctuations in the mixed

layer depth (MLD; e.g., Lukas and Lindstrom 1991;

Shinoda and Hendon 1998; Waliser et al. 2003; Duvel et al.

2004). Since heat, freshwater, and momentum inputs are

integrated over the mixed layer, variations in MLD could

modulate the impacts of surface forcing. There have been

relatively few water column observations available at time

scales sufficient for capturing MJO variability. Conse-

quently, previous studies of how the MJO influences the

ocean have generally used model output (e.g., Schiller and

Godfrey 2003; Waliser et al. 2003; Duvel et al. 2004; Lucas

et al. 2010) or relied only on satellite observations (e.g.,

Duvel and Vialard 2007). Those studies that did include in

situ subsurface observations have primarily been limited

to mooring sites (e.g., Anderson et al. 1996; Zhang and

McPhaden 2000; Vialard et al. 2008) or the inclusion of

Argo profiling floats in a small regional domain (e.g., Han

et al. 2007; Vinayachandran and Saji 2008; Sato et al. 2011),

and very few studies have used in situ observations to

characterize the MJO signal over a large domain. Matthews

et al. (2010) used Argo data to characterize MJO-related

anomalies of temperature and salinity throughout the water

column. This study revealed that patterns of anomalous

mixed layer temperature in the Indian and western Pacific

Oceans are consistent with being forced by anomalies in

heat flux that arise from MJO convective and wind

anomalies. In addition, Matthews et al. (2010) showed

that subsurface salinity variations at MJO time scales,

which are dominated by anomalies in precipitation minus

evaporation in the Indian Ocean and zonal advection in

the western Pacific Ocean, have different spatial and

temporal characteristics than those of temperature. This

implies that there may be variations in the upper-ocean

density structure, and thus MLD, at MJO time scales.

In the present study, we use data from Argo profiling

floats to characterize the upper-ocean response to the

MJO. Whereas Matthews et al. (2010) focused on quan-

tifying the MJO temperature and salinity anomalies

throughout the water column, the aim of the present

study is 1) to quantify variations in MLD forced by the

MJO, and 2) to use an upper-ocean heat budget analysis

to determine what drives changes in mixed layer tem-

perature at MJO time scales. We do this using composites

of MJO anomalies based on the index of Wheeler and

Hendon (2004) (i.e., the ‘‘Wheeler–Hendon index’’). The

Wheeler–Hendon index breaks the MJO cycle into eight

phases that correspond to the shifting location of maxi-

mum intraseasonal winds and convection, so composites

formed using this index describe the response of the at-

mosphere and upper ocean to the MJO as it moves

eastward over the Indian Ocean and through the Pacific

Ocean. From Argo observations of subsurface tempera-

ture and salinity, we estimate MLD and vertical tem-

perature gradients, and construct composite MJO mixed

layer heat budgets. Although our estimates are not suf-

ficiently accurate to close the heat budget, we use the

composites to qualitatively expand on the existing pic-

ture of how MJO forcing impacts the upper ocean, with a

particular emphasis on the role of MLD variations.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we

describe the datasets used in the study and the method

used to estimate MJO signals. The composite forcing and

mixed layer response (including a heat budget analysis)

are presented in section 3, and the effect of MJO-related

MLD variations on the heat budget is shown in section 4.

In section 5 we discuss sources of uncertainty in the anal-

ysis, including a comparison of four heat flux products. The

findings are summarized in section 6.

2. Data and methodology

a. Heat budgets

The ‘‘active’’ MJO is characterized by the presence of

a deep convective anomaly with a zonal wavelength of

12 000 ; 20 000 km that is coupled to zonal surface

wind anomalies (Wheeler and Hendon 2004). The whole

system propagates eastward along the equator at around

5 m s21 (Zhang 2005). To the east and west of the active

MJO, convection and winds are anomalously weak: this

characterizes the inactive, or suppressed, MJO phase.

Atmospheric forcing during MJO events affects the

ocean mixed layer in various ways. Convective cells

block the incoming solar radiation from reaching the sea

surface, producing anomalously cool sea surface tem-

peratures (SSTs; e.g., Hendon and Glick 1997; Shinoda

et al. 1998). Wind anomalies associated with the MJO

have numerous impacts (Cronin and McPhaden 1997,

and references therein). Increased wind stress cools the

sea surface by enhancing latent heat loss (Zhang and

McPhaden 1995). Strong winds can also induce localized

vertical entrainment, which has been shown to contrib-

ute significantly to (McPhaden 2002; Schiller and Godfrey

2003; Saji et al. 2006; Jayakumar et al. 2011) or even

dominate (Duncan and Han 2009), changes in mixed

layer temperature. Vertical velocities, for example due to

anomalies in Ekman pumping, can vertically advect heat

into or out of the mixed layer (Sato et al. 2011). Finally,

wind bursts can force both ocean currents that advect heat

horizontally (e.g., Waliser et al. 2003; Lau and Waliser

2005; Cronin and McPhaden 1997), as well as equatorial
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waves that cause propagating anomalies in thermocline

depth (Lucas et al. 2010). To diagnose the relative im-

pacts of these processes on the mixed layer temperature,

we estimated a mixed layer heat budget, which can be

expressed as (e.g., Schiller and Godfrey 2003; Jayakumar

et al. 2011)
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The right-hand side of Eq. (1) describes the different

contributions to variations in mixed layer temperature

(T). Term a, referred to as the corrected net heat flux

forcing, is the total heat flux into the mixed layer (Qo)

that has been scaled by the MLD, h, and the volumetric

heat capacity of seawater, rcp. Here Qo is equal to the

sum of the shortwave, longwave, sensible, and latent

heat fluxes and is corrected for Qpen, the amount of

shortwave radiation that penetrates through the bottom

of the mixed layer and thus does not contribute to the

heating (Qo 5 Qnet 2 Qpen 5 Qsw 1 Qlw 1 Qsh 1 Qlh 2

Qpen, where we have followed the convention that heat

flux terms are positive when they warm the mixed layer).

Term b represents the horizontal advection of heat into

the mixed layer: u and y are the zonal and meridional

surface currents, respectively; and ›T/›x and ›T/›y are

the zonal and meridional temperature gradients, re-

spectively. Term c describes the vertical fluxes of heat:

advection (assumed to result from Ekman pumping) and

vertical entrainment of deeper water into the mixed

layer. Here wEk is the vertical Ekman velocity and DT is

the temperature difference between water within and just

below the mixed layer. The vertical entrainment term is

multiplied by the Heaviside functionH, which is equal to

zero for a shoaling mixed layer (›h/›t # 0) and equal to 1

for a deepening mixed layer (›h/›t . 0). The residual �

includes turbulent entrainment and mixing at the base of

the mixed layer, diffusion, advection from vertical ve-

locities other than Ekman pumping, and errors.

Anomalies excited by the MJO are superimposed on

the background state of the ocean, so it is necessary to

consider all interactions between background condi-

tions and anomalies forced by the MJO. For example,

horizontal advection involves anomalous MJO currents

acting on both the mean and MJO temperature gradi-

ents, as well as the mean current acting on anomalous

temperature gradients that arise due to the MJO. For

each term (‘‘X’’) in Eq. (1), the time-mean (X) and the

MJO (X̂) components can be separated out. Then, the

MJO heat budget can be expressed as
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Equation (2) includes MJO–MJO interactions as well

as MJO–mean-state interactions. The heat flux forcing

related to the MJO is estimated by first calculating the

interaction between the full (mean plus MJO anomaly)

heat flux and MLD, and then subtracting the mean from

this total. We are only interested in entrainment that

results from changes in MLD due to the MJO, so the

entrainment term includes the effects of temporal varia-

tions in MLD at MJO time scales, with the mean (recti-

fied) component removed. The rectified component was

also estimated for the vertical and horizontal advection

terms and found to be negligible, and so is excluded from

Eq. (2). For each variable X we computed the seasonal

and interannual signals (Xseas and Xinterann), then esti-

mated the MJO signal to be X̂ 5 X 2 X 2 X
seas

2X
interann

.

Spectral estimates of the X̂ component of each variable

(not shown) revealed energy distributed broadly over

the 20–100-day frequency band, with no single fre-

quency standing out.

b. Datasets

The terms in Eq. (2) that involve mixed layer tem-

perature and depth and their derivatives were derived

from Argo profile data, and the remaining terms came

from gridded products, which are described in Table 1.

The period of the MJO is roughly 50 days, so the eight

phases of the Wheeler–Hendon MJO index are spaced,

nominally, about 6 days apart. (Note that the MJO does

not oscillate regularly, so these are rough temporal ap-

proximations.) Argo floats make temperature and salinity
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measurements of the top 1000–2000 m of the water

column, with ;5-m vertical resolution, approximately

every 10 days, so numerous Argo profiles are needed in

order to observe the temporal evolution of an MJO event.

Although gridded Argo products have been developed

(e.g., Roemmich and Gilson 2009, hereafter RG09), these

generally have monthly temporal resolution, which is too

coarse to capture the evolution of the MJO and would

also smooth out some of the intraseasonal signal. We thus

used the raw data from around 28 000 Argo profiles made

within the domain of the tropical Indian and western

Pacific Oceans (258S–108N, 558E–1808) during the No-

vember–April months of 2004–10.

To illustrate the temporal resolution of Argo profiles,

we compare mooring data from the Research Moored

Array for African–Asian–Australian Monsoon Analysis

and Prediction (RAMA) array (McPhaden et al. 2009)

to nearby Argo observations (see the appendix and

Fig. A1). Argo data offer an advantage over mooring

observations in that they can be used to characterize sub-

surface variations over the entire spatial domain. More-

over, the vertical resolution of available mooring data

[$10-m depth spacing in the upper ocean for the

RAMA–Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) arrays] is

rather coarse for accurately resolving MLDs.

For each profile, the temperature measurement closest

to the surface was used as a proxy for mixed layer tem-

perature. To avoid erroneous mixed layer depth esti-

mates, profiles with fewer than five measurements within

the top 100 m of the water column were discarded, as were

profiles without measurements in the top 6 m. MLD for

each profile was taken to be the depth at which the density

difference from a near-surface reference depth is equal

to a threshold value Dr. A reference depth of 10 m is

commonly used in MLD studies (e.g., de Boyer Montégut

et al. 2004); however, in order to capture particularly

shallow mixed layers that can form during the low-wind,

clear-sky conditions of the suppressed MJO, we used

a reference depth of 6 m. Qualitatively, our results were

not sensitive to the choice of reference depth. By visually

examining numerous profiles throughout the domain, we

determined that a density threshold of Dr 5 0.05 kg m23

was most successfully able to capture the MLD. An ex-

ample of MLD observations estimated from Argo and

from a nearby mooring is shown in the appendix.

The heat flux components making up Qnet came from

the objectively analyzed air–sea fluxes (OAFlux) and

the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

(ISCCP) products (Table 1). The OAFlux surface latent

and sensible heat fluxes are based on satellite measure-

ments and several reanalysis products (Yu and Weller

2007), and ISCCP surface shortwave and longwave radi-

ation are derived using a radiative transfer model along

with surface and atmospheric observations (Zhang et al.

2004). Kumar et al. (2011) compared several surface heat

flux products with observations from Indian and Pacific

Ocean moorings and found that the OAFlux and ISCCP

products agree well with the observations of intraseasonal

variability patterns. In section 5, we discuss the sensitivity

of MJO heat budgets to the choice of flux product, and

compare the OAFlux product with fluxes from the NCEP-2

reanalysis (Kanamitsu et al. 2002), the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

ERA-Interim reanalysis (ERA-I; Simmons et al. 2007),

and the Japanese Ocean Flux datasets with Use of

Remote sensing Observations (J-OFURO; Kubota

et al. 2002).

The amount of incoming shortwave radiation entering

the ocean mixed layer was estimated using an albedo of

7% (Morel and Antoine 1994). The Qpen was estimated

following Morel and Antoine (1994) and Sweeney et al.

(2005) as

Qpen(h) 5 0:57Qsw(V1e2h/z
1 1 V2e2h/z

2 ), (3)

where V1, V2, z1, and z2 were estimated using chlorophyll-a

observations from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) Ocean Biogeochemical Model

(NOBM), which is based on data assimilation of remotely

sensed chlorophyll-a (Gregg 2008). Chlorophyll-a can vary

at MJO time scales (Waliser et al. 2005; Vinayachandran

and Saji 2008), so the MJO can modulate Qpen through its

TABLE 1. Gridded datasets and climatologies. ‘‘Temporal range’’ refers to the time range of the data product; note that for all products, we

used available observations from 2004–10 in the present study.

Variable Data source Spatial resolution Temporal resolution Temporal range

SST TMI 0.258 3 0.258 1 day 1998–ongoing

Surface winds CCMP 0.258 3 0.258 6 h 1995–2009

OLR NOAA 2.58 3 2.58 1 day 1985–ongoing

Turbulent heat fluxes OAFlux 18 3 18 1 day 1985–ongoing

Sensible heat fluxes ISCCP 18 3 18 1 day 1985–2007

Surface currents OSCAR 1/38 3 1/38 5 day 1992–ongoing

Chlorophyll-a NOBM 5/48 3 2/38 5 day 1997–2006

Upper-ocean temperature and salinity RG09 18 3 18 1 month 2004–10
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effects on both MLD and ocean chlorophyll. In addition,

diurnal chlorophyll variations can modulate intraseasonal

sea surface temperatures (Shinoda 2005). Unraveling these

effects is beyond the scope of this study, particularly since

Argo floats generally do not measure biological variables.

We therefore evaluate Eq. (3) using seasonal-mean values

of chlorophyll, so that Qpen only varies spatially and with h.

The u terms in Eq. (2) were estimated from the Ocean

Surface Current Analyses (OSCAR) product, which is

based on satellite winds and altimetric sea level anomaly

data and consists of the total (geostrophic plus ageo-

strophic) zonal and meridional velocities at 10-m depth

(Bonjean and Lagerloef 2002). We compared the OSCAR

data to in situ surface current observations from the Tri-

angle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON)–TAO and

RAMA mooring arrays and found that generally the in

situ zonal currents are significantly correlated with the

OSCAR product on MJO time scales, but the meridio-

nal currents tend to be less well correlated, particularly

along the equator (cf. Johnson et al. 2007). Meridional

surface currents at MJO time scales are generally weak

(,0.03 m s21; Waliser et al. 2003), so this is not a large

source of error in the overall analysis, although it may be

locally important in some areas.

Ekman pumping, wEk, was estimated as $ 3 (t/f )r21
s ,

where t is wind stress, rs is the density of seawater, and f

is the Coriolis frequency. Winds were obtained from the

level 3.0 gridded cross-calibrated multiple platform

(CCMP) wind vectors, which are derived from numer-

ous satellite products (Ardizzone et al. 2009). Finally, we

used outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data as a proxy

for tropical convective activity, relying on the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

product (Liebmann and Smith 1996). This is the same

product that Wheeler and Hendon (2004) used to form

the MJO index that the present study is based on. The

gridded datasets have different spatial resolutions (Table

1), so each of the above fields was put on a common 2.58 3

2.58 grid (xg, yg) using a 28 wide boxcar filter in each di-

rection. With the exception of the OAFlux product,

which is available only until 2007; the Quick Scatter-

ometer (QuikSCAT) winds, which are available only

until late 2009; and the NOBM chlorophyll-a product,

which is available until 2006; we used observations from

2004 to 2010 for all datasets.

We estimated (Tseas 1 Tinterann) from the monthly

gridded temperature dataset produced by RG09, which

is based exclusively on Argo profiles and is available

from 2004 onward. We also used density calculated from

the RG09 gridded data to estimate the background

MLD signal (hseas 1 hinterann). The mixed layer tem-

perature and depth from RG09 were low-pass filtered

with a 120-day cutoff, then projected onto the exact time

and position of each Argo profile using linear inter-

polation. This gave the expected background tempera-

ture and MLD component for each profile. To estimate

the seasonal cycles of the variables derived from Argo

(›T/›z, DT) as well as all of the gridded fields (Table 1),

we fit annual and semiannual harmonics to the mea-

surements in each grid box. For the gridded data we also

used a 120-day lowpass filter to estimate the interannual

signal. We did not explicitly estimate the interannual

signal for the Argo variables ›T/›z or DT, as Argo

profiles are irregularly distributed in time and space so

low-pass filtering could have introduced biases. Gener-

ally, accurately estimating the seasonal and interannual

signals proved to be the greatest limitation to resolving

MJO variability: locations for which we could not suc-

cessfully remove all of the background variability, for

example the western Pacific Ocean, tended to yield

poorer fits with large uncertainties.

c. MJO heat budget composites

To estimate the terms in the MJO heat budget [Eq.

(2)], we formed composites by averaging over numerous

MJO events. The composites were defined using the

Wheeler–Hendon MJO index (Wheeler and Hendon

2004), which is based on the first two empirical orthog-

onal functions of the combined fields of OLR and 200-

and 850-hPa zonal winds averaged over 158S–158N. The

index consists of a daily amplitude and phase, which is

separated into eight discrete phases that represent the

location of the active MJO. Although the MJO exhibits

highly seasonal behavior due to the migration of the

warmest SSTs, and thus convection, north and south of

the equator (Zhang 2005), the Wheeler–Hendon index

is independent of season. Thermodynamic anomalies

associated with the MJO are strongest in boreal winter

(Wheeler and Hendon 2004; Duvel and Vialard 2007),

so we restricted our analysis to November–April. The

mean oceanic and atmospheric conditions during this

season are shown in Fig. 1.

At each grid point (xg, yg), we formed composites of

the individual variables in Eq. (2) by averaging over all

measurements made during a given MJO phase. Only

events for which the Wheeler–Hendon index had an am-

plitude greater than 1.5 were considered ‘‘significant’’ and

were used in making the composites; the results were

largely insensitive to the choice of this threshold, although

a value outside of the amplitude range of 1–2 tended to

degrade the composites. For the November–April time

period, there were generally two significant events per

year; for the 2004–10 period we averaged across around 11

events to obtain the composites. Note that the findings of

this study were not sensitive to the number of events that

we averaged over, nor the time span of the data used to
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form the composites, suggesting that our findings are

robust despite interannual variations. Composites were

formed from the gridded data by averaging across all of

the observations made within 62 days of the significant

MJO events. Compositing the Argo data was necessarily

more involved as a result of the sparse and irregular

temporal and spatial distribution of Argo profiles. To

form statistically robust composites that captured the

MJO spatial and temporal variability, it was necessary to

include Argo profiles from a time span and from grid

boxes larger than those used for the gridded datasets.

Instead of simply averaging the Argo data in each grid

box, we fit a function to the observations and used it to

extract information about the spatial and temporal pat-

terns of MJO variability, including the MJO anomaly

(T̂, ĥ) and the gradient terms (›T/›t, ›T/›x, ›T/›y, and

›h/›t). Details about this procedure and an example of

regressions to mixed layer temperature and depth at one

location are given in the appendix. Using grid boxes 88

wide in longitude and 48 wide in latitude, we found around

50–100 Argo profiles per grid box per phase that could be

used for the regressions (Fig. 1a). The floats provide pat-

chy spatial coverage in some regions, so we restrict our

analysis to grid boxes where more than 20 Argo profiles

were available for the regressions (white contour in Fig.

1a). This cutoff value was chosen empirically to eliminate

grid boxes having too few data points to produce a sensi-

ble regression; within a reasonable range for a cutoff value

(e.g., 10–50 profiles), our findings were not at all sensitive

to the choice. No Argo floats have measured within the

Indonesian archipelago, so the signal there could not be

estimated in this study. In addition, the spatial coverage of

Argo profiles is poor in the far western Pacific Ocean in

comparison to the Indian Ocean, which made it more

challenging to observe the MJO signal there.

We used the standard error of the composite average

of each variable to represent its uncertainty. The un-

certainties thus take into account the variation across

different MJO events, which can be large, but not any

systematic biases in the data. Errors in the satellite-

derived quantities were generally small thanks to the

great availability of data. In contrast, because Argo pro-

files are sparsely distributed in space and in time, there

are large uncertainties in the quantities derived from

these data. This is particularly evident in regions where

there are few profiles (Fig. 1a).

3. Spatial patterns of MJO variability

a. MJO surface forcing

Not only is there great variation in the amplitude of

individual MJO events, but the duration and structure of

events are highly variable as well. It is important to keep

in mind that the compositing procedure smooths out the

variability of the MJO signal considerably. To highlight

the significant patterns of variability, in all of the fol-

lowing figures the regions where the magnitude of the

composite average is smaller than the standard error

have been stippled. Thus, the nonstippled areas indicate

a signal that is coherent with MJO forcing and is not

merely noise. Figure 2 shows the progression of MJO

atmospheric anomalies based on the Wheeler–Hendon

FIG. 1. (a) Average number of Argo profiles used to form the

MJO composites presented in this study. (b)–(e) show boreal

winter (November–April) means for (b) mixed layer depth, esti-

mated from Argo observations; (c) mixed layer temperature esti-

mated from Argo observations; (d) OLR, estimated from the

NOAA dataset; and (e) zonal wind velocity, estimated from CCMP

winds. The gray shading in (a) indicates where zero Argo profiles

were available, and the white contour indicates that 20 profiles per

grid box, per phase, were used to form the composites. In (b),(c),

grid boxes with fewer than 20 profiles are masked out in gray.
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FIG. 2. Composites of November–April MJO anomalies based on the index of Wheeler and Hendon (2004): (a) OLR from NOAA data,

(b) zonal wind speed from CCMP winds, (c) wind stress magnitude from CCMP winds, and (d) Qo from the OAFlux product. Each column

shows the progression of the MJO through each of the eight phases defined by the Wheeler–Hendon index. Regions where the magnitude

of the composite value is less than the standard error are stippled. In (a) OLR 5 610 W m22 contours are shown; the regions where OLR

anomalies exceed this threshold are considered to have significant MJO-related variability and are used in the subsequent analysis for

estimating correlations and regressions between different fields.
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MJO index (cf. Fig. 8 of Wheeler and Hendon 2004). For

comparison, the mean (November–April) fields are

shown in Figs. 1d,e. The signature of the MJO is seen

clearly as eastward propagation of thick convective cells

(negative OLR), flanked on both sides by clear skies

(Fig. 2a). The active MJO signal is strongest over the

central and eastern Indian Ocean in phases 3–4 (OLR

anomalies , 220 W m22). In phases 5–6 the convective

anomalies move eastward over the Indo-Pacific warm

pool, then begin to weaken and move southward. By

phases 7–8, the convective anomalies have reached

the central Pacific Ocean and weakened considerably

(OLR ; 215 W m22); at the same time, the suppressed

MJO conditions are strongest, with positive OLR anom-

alies (.15 W m22) extending from the central Indian to

the western Pacific Ocean. Interestingly, the spatial pat-

terns of mean November–April OLR have a similar pat-

tern to the MJO anomalies in OLR, with a thick band of

low OLR that spans 108S–108N and stretches eastward

from 808E and into the western Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1d).

This suggests that in a given phase, the discrepancy be-

tween regions experiencing active and suppressed condi-

tions will be enhanced. The OLR 610 W m22 contour is

shown in order to highlight the regions where the MJO

convective forcing is strongest and therefore the response

of the upper ocean is expected to be large; correlations

and regressions presented later in this study are restricted

to grid boxes for which the OLR anomaly exceeds this

value.

Zonal wind anomalies also show a systematic MJO

signal: strong westerly wind anomalies (.2 m s21) are

associated with the active MJO, and slightly weaker

easterly wind anomalies (21.5 m s21) with the suppressed

MJO (Fig. 2b). Note that the composite values shown in

Fig. 2b represent averages; individual wind bursts can be

much stronger [e.g., 8 m s21 westerly wind anomalies

were reported by Cronin and McPhaden (2002) in the

western Pacific Ocean]. To first order, net heat flux vari-

ations on MJO time scales are controlled by perturbations

in the shortwave and latent heat flux caused, respectively,

by variations in convection and winds (Woolnough et al.

2000). As a result, the phase relationship between con-

vection and winds has important consequences for the

patterns of net heat flux and thus the MJO mixed layer

temperature trend. Zhang and McPhaden (2000) describe

two models for MJO forcing. In model 1, maximum

westerly winds lag (i.e., are to the west of) the peak con-

vection, so there are two active forcing regimes: one be-

neath the peak westerlies, where latent heat loss and wind

stirring are strong, and one beneath the convective center,

where incoming solar heat flux is anomalously low. In

model 2, the peak MJO westerlies and convection are

collocated and there is a single forcing regime. Model 2

tends to cool (and heat) the ocean more efficiently, since

the convection and winds act in phase. Hendon and Salby

(1994) and Shinoda et al. (1998) found that the wind-

convection phasing resembles model 1 in the equatorial

Indian Ocean and model 2 in the western Pacific Ocean.

Indeed, comparing Figs. 2a,b reveals that in the Indian

Ocean anomalous OLR tends to lead anomalous zonal

wind, whereas in the Pacific Ocean they are more closely

aligned. However, variations in latent heat flux are con-

trolled by anomalies in the magnitude of the wind stress

(rather than the zonal wind), so it is necessary to consider

the MJO anomalies in the context of the background wind

field. Figure 1e shows that the boreal winter zonal winds

are strongly westerly between 108S and 58N in the Indian

and western Pacific Oceans as well as throughout the

region between Indonesia and Australia, and easterly

elsewhere in the domain, which means that zonal wind

anomalies associated with the MJO will have different

impacts on the ocean mixed layer in different regions. This

can be understood by considering anomalous wind stress

magnitude (jt̂j; Fig. 2c). The spatial patterns of jt̂j have

a coherent spatial signal at MJO time scales, but the

propagation that characterizes the zonal wind and con-

vective anomalies is less evident. While anomalous con-

vection marches steadily eastward during the course of

the MJO, the strongest anomalies in wind stress remain

relatively stationary over the southwestern tropical

Indian Ocean during phases 2–4, then over the region

between northern Australia and Java during phases 5–7.

In this region, MJO convective and wind anomalies are

consistently out of phase with the rest of the Indian

Ocean basin, and much more closely resemble condi-

tions in the far western Pacific Ocean (e.g., the band of

anomalous wind stress magnitude that can be seen just

northeast of Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands

and south of the equator; Fig. 2c), where forcing is also

strong in phases 5–7. Furthermore, the band of wind

stress magnitude northeast of Papua New Guinea is out

of phase with wind stress elsewhere in the Pacific Ocean,

so the response of the upper ocean to the MJO is not

expected to be uniform throughout that basin. In sum-

mary, Fig. 2 illustrates that neither of the two models

described by Zhang and McPhaden (2000) can easily

explain the response of the upper ocean to MJO forcing.

The signature of the MJO is apparent in the corrected

net heat flux, Qo (Fig. 2d): large negative anomalies,

indicating heat loss from the ocean surface, propagate

eastward in concert with the active MJO, with maximum

amplitudes (225 W m22) in phases 4–5 over the equa-

torial Indo-Pacific region. The patterns generally re-

semble those of OLR (Fig. 2a), suggesting that they may

be more strongly controlled by convective anomalies

than by winds; however, in regions where OLR anomalies
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are relatively weak, the role of anomalous MJO winds

may be more important.

By the time the MJO atmospheric anomalies have

reached the central Pacific Ocean, anomalous convec-

tion and winds have weakened considerably (Wheeler

and Hendon 2004), and the processes governing mixed

layer dynamics at MJO time scales are different than

those in the Indian and western Pacific Oceans (Maloney

and Kiehl 2002; McPhaden 2002; Lucas et al. 2010). For

example, oceanic Kelvin waves are generated in the

western Pacific Ocean by MJO-related wind bursts, then

they propagate eastward along the equator where they

affect the upper ocean in the eastern equatorial Pacific

where there is no direct atmospheric forcing on MJO time

scales (Kessler et al. 1995). In addition, advective pro-

cesses are possible as a result of strong temperature gra-

dients at the edge of the western Pacific warm pool (Fig.

1c; see Shinoda and Hendon 2001). Roughly around the

date line, there appears to be a shift in the relative im-

portance of one-dimensional versus dynamical processes

on the MJO’s mixed layer impacts (McPhaden 2002;

Lucas et al. 2010). Thus, in the present study we limit our

analysis to the Indian and Pacific Ocean west of the date

line, where MJO surface forcing is large.

b. Mixed layer response to MJO forcing

The anomalous response of the mixed layer to MJO

forcing is shown in Fig. 3. Composite MJO anomalies of

MLD exhibit systematic variations, particularly in the

Indian Ocean, with amplitudes of up to around 610 m

(Fig. 3a). The spatial structures of MLD generally re-

semble those of wind stress and net heat flux (Figs. 2c,d),

consistent with the model that diabatic cooling and wind

stirring during the active MJO both contribute to mixed

layer deepening, and surface warming and light winds

during the suppressed MJO cause the mixed layer to

shoal. The patterns of MLD variations are largely co-

herent over the Indian Ocean (108S–108N, 608–1008E)

and the far western Pacific Ocean (west of 1608E and

658 of the equator). In the central Pacific Ocean there is

no strong MJO signal in MLD. This may be because

MJO convection and wind anomalies are not in phase

over this region; or it may reflect the influence of other

processes that affect MLD and are also modulated by

the MJO, such as precipitation, horizontal ocean dy-

namics, or Ekman pumping.

Composite mixed layer temperature anomalies also

display strong, systematic spatial and temporal patterns

of MJO variability (Fig. 3b). Throughout the Indian

Ocean, the mixed layer temperature patterns are similar

to those of MLD (Fig. 3a), but with the opposite sign:

mixed layers are anomalously cool during the active

MJO and anomalously warm during the suppressed

MJO. Temperature anomalies lag heat flux anomalies

(Fig. 2d) by around one phase, consistent with the model

that heat flux anomalies drive the mixed layer temper-

ature signal. Although the temperature signal is slightly

weaker in the Pacific Ocean than in the Indian Ocean, it

varies systematically at MJO time scales and is also

consistent with being driven by net heat flux. The largest

MJO temperature signal (peak-to-peak amplitude of

around 0.68C) is seen in the northwestern Australian

basin between Java and northern Australia, as has been

observed previously (Duvel and Vialard 2007), where

wind stress and heat flux anomalies are both strong

(Figs. 2c,d). There are also strong variations in the

Seychelles–Chagos thermocline ridge region (around

58–108S, 608–908E).

c. MJO heat budgets

To assess which processes contribute to the observed

trends in mixed layer temperature, we formed compos-

ite maps of the individual terms in the heat budget

[Eq. (2)]. These are shown in Fig. 4, with the exception

of the vertical advection term, which is negligible

(magnitude , 0.0018C day21) everywhere. It is evident

from the large-scale patterns that the MJO mixed layer

temperature trend (Fig. 4a) is driven by anomalies in

corrected net heat flux (Fig. 4b), although the magnitude

of the heat flux forcing term generally appears larger

than that of ›T/›t. Generally, horizontal advection is

small (,0.0058C day21) throughout the domain (Fig. 4c),

though it can be as large as the local temperature tendency

in the central Pacific Ocean east of around 1608E. There,

strong anomalous wind bursts associated with the MJO

excite zonal surface jets along the equator, which act on

the mean temperature gradient (e.g., Fig. 1c) to advect

heat zonally (e.g., Kessler et al. 1995).

Vertical entrainment associated with the MJO can be

large, but the uncertainty in ›h/›t is the same order as

the signal itself, so entrainment is generally not statis-

tically significant (Fig. 4d). However, widespread, sig-

nificant entrainment cooling occurs in the central Indian

Ocean during the onset of active MJO conditions in

phase 1. There, both wind stirring and diabatic cooling

appear to contribute to the rapid deepening of the mixed

layer (up to 1 m day21), as can be inferred by comparing

the phase 1 forcing patterns (Figs. 2c,d) with the phase

1–2 shift in the mixed layer response (Fig. 3). This basin-

scale entrainment cooling increases the discrepancy

between ›T/›t and the corrected net heat flux forcing in

phase 1 (Figs. 4a,b). Interestingly, entrainment cooling

in the western Pacific Ocean is negligible despite the

strong mixed layer deepening in phases 6–8 (Fig. 3a).

This is because there is a persistent barrier layer in

this region (Sprintall and McPhaden 1994; de Boyer
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FIG. 3. Composites of November–April MJO anomalies based on the in-

dex of Wheeler and Hendon (2004) and data from Argo profiles: (a) mixed

layer depth and (b) mixed layer temperature. Grid boxes where fewer than

20 profiles were available to compute the regressions have been masked out

in gray; regions where the magnitude of the composite value is less than the

standard error are stippled.
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FIG. 4. Composites of November–April MJO heat budget terms: (a) ›T/›t, (b) corrected net heat flux forcing, (c) horizontal advection,

and (d) vertical entrainment. Positive values indicate mixed layer warming. MJO phases 1–8 are based on the Wheeler and Hendon (2004)

index. Grid boxes where fewer than 20 Argo profiles were available have been masked out in gray; regions where the composite value is

less than the standard error are stippled.
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Montégut et al. 2007), which means that the water that

gets entrained into the mixed layer is of a similar tem-

perature as the mixed layer and thus does not produce

cooling (e.g., Vialard and Delecluse 1998). Indeed, Argo-

based estimates of the temperature jump at the base of

the mixed layer, DT, exceed 1.58C throughout much of

the Indo-Pacific domain, except in the western Pacific

Ocean and west of Sumatra, where there are persistent

barrier layers (e.g., de Boyer Montégut et al. 2007) and

DT is an order smaller (not shown). Also note that in

individual profiles DT can be negative, indicating a tem-

perature inversion (which can arise from the presence of

a barrier layer; cf. Anderson et al. 1996); however, in the

composites DT is positive everywhere and vertical en-

trainment always has a cooling effect. The role of the

barrier layer in MJO dynamics, including how barrier-

layer thickness varies on MJO time scales, will be ad-

dressed in a future study.

We quantify how the various terms in the heat budget

(heat flux forcing, horizontal and vertical advection, and

vertical entrainment) contribute to variations in the

mixed layer temperature by estimating correlations (R2)

and regression coefficients (k, where an orthogonal lin-

ear regression was used because both the dependent and

independent variables in the fits have observational er-

rors) between ›T/›t and each of these terms. It is evident

from Fig. 4 that a given process may be more or less im-

portant depending on whether the MJO conditions are

active or suppressed: for example, entrainment cooling

only appears significant while the mixed layer is deep-

ening during the active MJO. We therefore compute the

statistics separately for active and suppressed MJO con-

ditions by restricting the data points that are used in the

comparisons: for the active MJO, we consider only the

data points for which the composite anomalous wind

stress magnitude (jt̂j) is positive and the composite OLR

anomaly is less than 210 W m22; for the suppressed

MJO we use points for which jt̂j , 0 and OLR . 110

W m22. Note that the results of the statistical compari-

sons are not highly sensitive to the value of the OLR

threshold. During both active and suppressed MJO con-

ditions, corrected net heat flux forcing is significantly

correlated with ›T/›t (R2 ; 0.1; Fig. 5a), though the re-

gression analysis demonstrates that the magnitude of

corrected net heat flux is 50%–80% larger than the

magnitude of the temperature tendency (k 5 1.5 during

suppressed conditions and 1.8 during active conditions;

Fig. 5b). The other terms in the heat budget do not

compensate for this discrepancy, suggesting that either

the heat flux forcing term is overestimated or the other

terms in the heat budget are underestimated. Some pos-

sibilities for this are discussed in section 5. The regression

coefficient between vertical entrainment and ›T/›t is 0.5

during the active MJO and zero during the suppressed

MJO (Fig. 5b), which suggests that vertical entrainment

causes up to half of the observed temperature variations

during active MJO conditions, but does not impact mixed

layer temperature during the suppressed MJO. Inter-

estingly, the correlation between entrainment and mixed

layer temperature tendency is also significant during

suppressed conditions (R2 5 0.04; Fig. 5a), which indi-

cates that although it does not contribute to the budget,

vertical entrainment does covary with ›T/›t. Similarly,

FIG. 5. (a) Correlation and (b) regression coefficient, between

MJO composite anomalies of ›T/›t and various terms in the heat

budget [Eq. (2)]: corrected net heat flux forcing (squares), vertical

entrainment (circles), horizontal advection (triangles), and vertical

advection (inverted triangles). (c) The fraction of corrected net

heat flux Qo comprised by each flux component: corrected short-

wave flux (white), latent heat flux (dark gray), longwave heat flux

(light gray), and shortwave heat flux (black), estimated as the re-

gression coefficient between the two terms. The data points used in

each comparison have been limited based on the MJO anomalies of

OLR and wind stress magnitude (jt̂j) in order to separately con-

sider (left) active (jt̂j , 0 and anomalous OLR , 210 W m22)

and (right) suppressed (jt̂j , 0 and anomalous OLR . 10 W m22)

MJO conditions. In (a) the shading indicates the 95% significance

level; in (b) k 5 1 is indicated with a dashed line.
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the correlation coefficients between ›T/›t and both hor-

izontal and vertical advection are weakly significant

during the active MJO (Fig. 5a), demonstrating that al-

though horizontal and vertical advection do not contrib-

ute statistically significant amounts to ›T/›t (Fig. 5b), they

vary systematically at MJO time scales.

By regressing Qo against its constituent components,

it is possible to assess which processes dominate the

variations in corrected net heat flux forcing, and thus

›T/›t, at MJO time scales (Fig. 5c). During active con-

ditions, the shortwave heat flux (corrected for Qpen)

comprises 70% of anomalous Qo. The anomalous latent

heat flux that results from wind stress anomalies is of

secondary importance, accounting for around 40% of

the corrected net heat flux. This demonstrates that anom-

alous convection is the primary driver of mixed layer

cooling during active MJO conditions. During the sup-

pressed phase, corrected shortwave flux and latent heat

flux each account for around 55% of the Qo anomaly,

suggesting that warming resulting from the anomalous

low-wind conditions is as important as anomalous heat-

ing. In both active and suppressed MJO conditions,

longwave fluxes represent around 215% of Qo; that this

fraction is negative means that longwave fluxes act in the

opposite direction of the net heat flux. For example, the

anomaly in outgoing longwave radiation caused by cloudy

conditions during the active MJO acts to warm the mixed

layer. Sensible fluxes account for less than 5% of Qo.

4. Implications of MLD variations associated
with the MJO

Historically, MJO variations in MLD have been dif-

ficult to estimate explicitly, so their impacts on the heat

budget have only been considered indirectly. For ex-

ample, Jayakumar et al. (2011) used a MJO mixed layer

heat budget analysis of the central Indian Ocean to show

that the correlation between ›T/›t and corrected net

heat flux forcing was similar whether a fixed or a variable

MLD was used in the calculation. Similarly, Duvel et al.

(2004) found that even when climatological MLD is

used, there is good agreement between ›T/›t and cor-

rected net heat flux forcing, and concluded that intra-

seasonal variations in MLD are of secondary

importance in the heat budget. However, Shinoda and

Hendon (1998) used a one-dimensional mixed layer

model to show that MJO variations in MLD can sub-

stantially affect the mixed layer heat content of the

western Pacific Ocean by way of two mechanisms. First,

since the net corrected heat flux anomaly is scaled by

MLD [i.e., h appears in the denominator of term a in Eq.

(1)], variations in MLD can modulate the heat flux

forcing (‘‘scaling effect’’); and second, variations in

MLD can affect Qpen, the amount of incoming solar

heat flux lost through the base of the mixed layer [Eq.

(3); ‘‘penetrative effect’’]. We quantify how these two

mechanisms can individually modulate the corrected

net heat flux forcing term [Qnet 2 Qpen(h)](rcph)21: the

scaling effect is estimated by using both the seasonal-

mean MLD (h 5 h) and the observed seasonal-mean

plus MJO-varying MLD (h 5 h 1 ĥ) in the de-

nominator of this term, and the penetrative effect is

estimated by comparing h 5 h and h 5 h 1 ĥ in the Qpen

part of this term. As noted by Shinoda and Hendon

(1998), negative net heat fluxes are associated with deep

mixed layers and positive heat fluxes with shallow mixed

layers (Figs. 2d and 3a), so the scaling effect nearly al-

ways results in a warming pattern; that is, when h 5 h 1 ĥ

is used in the denominator of the corrected net heat flux

forcing term, the term is more positive (Fig. 6a). The

scaling effect is significant in the central equatorial In-

dian Ocean during both the peak active and suppressed

MJO (phases 2–3 and 8), where it has a magnitude of

around 0.0038–0.0088C day21. The scaling effect can also

be seen just west of Sumatra when MJO conditions there

are active (phases 4–5).

During the active MJO, mixed layers are deeper so

less incoming radiation is lost through the base of the

mixed layer, thus the penetrative effect is positive [i.e.,

Q
pen

(h 1 ĥ) is warmer than Q
pen

(h)]; similarly, shallow

mixed layers that occur during the suppressed MJO al-

low more of the incoming heat to pass through the mixed

layer, so the penetrative effect is negative (Fig. 6b).

Further complicating matters, the combination of a thin

mixed layer and a large Qpen during suppressed MJO

conditions can cause the water below the mixed layer to

warm. When the mixed layer deepens during the sub-

sequent active phase, this heat can be rereleased into the

mixed layer. In other words, it is possible for entrain-

ment at the base of the mixed layer to increase mixed

layer temperature (Shinoda and Hendon 1998). We build

this effect into our heat budget by using Argo data to es-

timate DT, the difference in temperature between the

water within and 10 m below the mixed layer. However,

this estimate of DT may not accurately represent the

temperature of the water that gets entrained into the

mixed layer, for example Qpen only heats a very thin layer

beneath the mixed layer base, so we are unable to quantify

the effect of MLD variations on entrainment heat flux.

It is expected that using a variable MLD would reduce

entrainment cooling during active conditions, thereby

producing a warmer mixed layer, in regions with shallow

mixed layers and large Qpen. For example, there would

be a positive temperature anomaly in the Indian Ocean

when the mixed layer deepens in phases 2–3, enhancing

the positive penetrative effect (Fig. 6a). The penetrative
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FIG. 6. Composites illustrating the effect of MJO anomalies in MLD on mixed layer heat forcing, estimated by calculating Qo(rcph)21

using both h 5 h and h 5 h 1 ĥ and then computing the difference: (a) scaling effect, comparing h in the denominator; (b) penetrative

effect, comparing h in the Qpen term; and (c) sum of (a) and (b), representing the net effect of MJO-related MLD variations on the mixed

layer heat budget. Positive values indicate that MLD variations due to the MJO produce a warmer mixed layer in comparison to a fixed

MLD. Grid boxes where fewer than 20 Argo profiles were available have been masked out in gray; regions where the composite value is

less than the standard error are stippled. The color scaling is the same as used in the plots of the heat budget terms (Fig. 4). (d) Fraction of

the corrected net heat flux forcing (Fig. 4b) represented by (c), with negative values indicating that using a mean MLD in the heat budget

overestimates the corrected net heat flux, and positive values indicating an underestimate. For clarity, all grid boxes where the composite

error is less than the standard error have been masked in gray.
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effect is strong (60.038C day21) throughout the central

Indian and far western Pacific Oceans, where MLD

variations are large (Fig. 3a).

Both the scaling and penetrative effects have the same

sign during the active MJO, so using the MJO-varying

MLD results in a corrected net heat flux forcing up to

0.0088C day21 warmer than using a fixed MLD (phases

2–3 in the central Indian Ocean and phases 4–4 west of

Sumatra; Fig. 6c). In comparison, the corrected net heat

flux forcing term used in the heat budget during these

phases has a value of around 20.028C (Fig. 4b), so the

combined scaling and penetrative effects represent about

40% of the corrected net heat flux forcing (Fig. 6d). In

other words, using a fixed MLD to estimate ›T/›t based

on observed Qo would overestimate the signal by ;40%

during the active MJO.

In contrast to the active MJO, the scaling and pene-

trative effects essentially cancel each other out during

the suppressed MJO, and the net effect is not statistically

significant (Figs. 6c,d).

In this study we have estimated Qpen using seasonal-

mean chlorophyll [Eq. (3)]. However, ocean chlorophyll

concentration can vary at MJO time scales (Waliser et al.

2005; Vinayachandran and Saji 2008; Resplandy et al.

2009): the active MJO is associated with an increase in

chlorophyll, which tends to decrease Qpen [Eq. (3)]. We

estimated this effect by forming MJO composites of the

NOBM chlorophyll-a product (Gregg 2008) and calcu-

lating the resulting change in Qpen. In the active phase,

MJO chlorophyll variations reduce Qpen by a maximum

of around 5%, and in the suppressed phase they increase

Qpen by less than 5% (not shown). Since Qpen has around

a 10%–20% impact on the net heat flux forcing, we

conclude that the effects of MJO-related chlorophyll

variations on the heat budget are relatively unimportant.

On the other hand, diurnal chlorophyll variations can

significantly impact the temperature of the mixed layer

on intraseasonal time scales through modulation of Qpen

(Shinoda 2005); this effect is not considered in the present

study, and may contribute to the uncertainty in the heat

budget.

5. Sensitivities and uncertainties

a. Uncertainties in heat budget terms

The residual of the heat budget [� in Eq. (2); Fig. 7a] is

generally on the same order as the mixed layer tem-

perature tendency itself (Fig. 4a), suggesting that the

approach used in this study does not allow all of the

upper-ocean processes associated with the MJO to be

precisely quantified. This is unsurprising: there are many

feedbacks and scale interactions, and the atmospheric

forcing can vary from one event to the next, so mixed

layer temperature variations at MJO time scales are not

expected to respond perfectly linearly to MJO forcing.

The goal of this study was not to close the heat budget,

but rather to examine the dynamical processes that con-

tribute to mixed layer temperature variations on MJO

time scales, so it is enlightening to explore some of the

potential sources of error in the heat budget estimates.

Generally, the amplitude of the anomalous corrected

net heat flux forcing is around 50%–80% larger than the

observed temperature tendency (Fig. 5b). One possi-

bility is that because ›T/›t is estimated using the rela-

tively sparse set of Argo profile data, the variance is

underestimated in comparison to that of the heat flux

composites, which are based on many more data points.

We tested this by comparing ›T/›t estimated from Argo

with ›T/›t estimated from the gridded, satellite-derived

SST data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

(TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI), and found that

both methods yield results with similar variance (see the

appendix). Moreover, a regression analysis using the TMI-

derived values of ›T/›t revealed that the corrected net

heat flux forcing is 1.3–1.7 times as large as the tempera-

ture tendency (cf. 1.4 estimated using Argo-derived ›T/›t;

Fig. 5b), suggesting that the use of mixed layer tempera-

tures from Argo does not systematically degrade the heat

budget.

The composite averages do not take diurnal variability

into account. Since Argo profiles sample the mixed layer

at random times of day, measurements of mixed layer

temperature and depth may be noisy in regions where

diurnal variations are large (e.g., between northern

Australia and Java and in the western Pacific warm pool;

Bellenger and Duvel 2009), which may degrade the heat

budgets there. Convection and winds affect the ability of

the upper ocean to form diurnal warm layers, so the MJO

itself may modulate the amplitude of the diurnal signal,

further complicating the picture (Bellenger and Duvel

2009). The interplay between diurnal and intraseasonal

variations is emerging as a potentially important mecha-

nism in MJO dynamics (Shinoda and Hendon 1998;

Bernie et al. 2005; Shinoda 2005; Woolnough et al. 2007;

Bernie et al. 2008), but Argo floats do not sample with

sufficient vertical resolution or at shallow enough depths

to adequately resolve the diurnal signal, so we do not at-

tempt to unravel these processes in the present study.

The heat budget is considered to be closed where the

magnitude of the residual is smaller than the error. The

total error for the heat budget is so large that over most

of the domain the heat budget is, in fact, closed (Fig. 7b);

we now consider the sources of that error. The un-

certainty of the vertical entrainment term is generally

larger than the signal itself (Fig. 4d) as a result of large
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FIG. 7. Uncertainties associated with the composite November–April MJO heat budget: (a) residual (�)

and (b) error map for all terms in the MJO heat budget apart from � [›T/›t, heat flux forcing, horizontal

and vertical advection, and entrainment; Eq. (2)]. The heat budget is considered to be ‘‘closed’’ when the

amplitude of the residual is smaller than this term. (c) As in (b), but excluding the errors from vertical

entrainment. In (b) and (c), regions where the budgets are not closed, based on the error map shown, are

stippled. MJO phases 1–8 are based on the Wheeler and Hendon (2004) index. Grid boxes where fewer

than 20 Argo profiles were available have been masked out in gray.
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errors in the estimate of ›h/›t from the Argo profile data.

Interestingly, errors in the MJO signal in MLD are

generally small (Fig. 3a), suggesting that the behavior of

MLD is robust over different MJO events (e.g., the

mixed layer systematically deepens during active con-

ditions), but the rate at which the mixed layer deepens

and shoals varies from event to event, so the ›h/›t signal

is noisy. We also note that DT is estimated as the dif-

ference in temperature at the depth of the mixed layer

and 10 m below. Though this term has a relatively low

standard error, it may not accurately represent the

temperature of water that gets entrained into the mixed

layer, further increasing the uncertainty in the entrain-

ment term. If the entrainment term is removed from the

budget entirely, the total uncertainty in the heat budget

estimate is substantially lower, and as a result the mag-

nitude of the residual generally exceeds the uncertainty

and the budget is not closed (e.g., large-scale stippling in

Fig. 7c, which indicates that the heat budget is not closed).

Thus, it is only because of the large uncertainties in en-

trainment that the heat budget can be closed (Fig. 7b).

There may also be large errors on the horizontal

advection terms. The strength of horizontal advection

depends on the location of surface current anomalies

relative to the mixed layer temperature gradient, which

can vary interannually (e.g., in the western Pacific

Ocean due to ENSO), so averaging reduces the signal

considerably. Also, as noted in section 2b, estimates

of meridional currents from OSCAR may not be accu-

rate. However, since the advection terms are generally

small (Fig. 4c), it seems unlikely that errors in these terms

are large enough to contribute a significant amount to the

heat budget residual.

Finally, inaccuracies in how MLD is estimated could

introduce a bias into the scaling of the corrected net heat

flux term, Qo(rcph)21. Defining MLD using a larger value

of Dr produces systematically deeper mixed layers, and

therefore a smaller net heat flux forcing term. However,

we determined empirically that using a larger value of Dr

tends to identify unrealistically deep mixed layers in

comparison to the Dr 5 0.05 kg m23 used in this study

(section 2b). We therefore rule out the choice of Dr as an

important source of error in the heat budget.

b. Comparison of heat flux products

Heat flux is notoriously difficult to estimate accurately,

and the various model reanalysis and observations-based

products in general suffer from a lack of validation

(Kumar et al. 2011). We evaluate the uncertainty in the

heat flux term of the heat budget by computing MJO

composites of Qo using the NCEP-2 reanalysis,

ECMWF ERA-I reanalysis, and J-OFURO product,

along with the OAFlux product that was used for the

heat budget. All products yield the same qualitative

patterns (e.g., Figs. 2d and 4b), but quantitatively they

vary (Table 2). Since the advection and entrainment

terms in the heat budget are generally small compared

with the mixed layer temperature tendency (Fig. 5b), it is

reasonable to evaluate the performance of each heat flux

product by comparing Qo(rcph)21 to ›T/›t. This com-

parison was made using several statistical tests: relative

variance indicates how well the flux product captures the

energy of the ›T/›t signal; correlation (R2) describes

how well the flux product captures the spatial and tem-

poral variations of the signal; regression coefficient

indicates how much the heat flux forcing overestimates

the temperature tendency; and the root-mean-square

difference (RMSD) quantifies the degree to which the

signals differ. These analyses were performed using all

data points for which the magnitude of the OLR anomaly

exceeded 10 W m22: this does not differentiate between

active and suppressed MJO conditions (cf. Fig. 5), but

restricts the comparisons to data points for which MJO

forcing is strong and so the composites are expected to

represent MJO-related variability well. (Note that the

comparisons were not sensitive to the choice of this

threshold for OLR). For all products, correlations be-

tween Qo(rcph)21 and MJO temperature tendency are

low but significant (Table 2). Overall, the OAFlux

product performs best among the four products, with the

largest correlation and smallest RMSD value

and regression coefficient, and only a 60% overestimate

of the variance in comparison to ›T/›t. Although the

relative variance of the NCEP-2 product is closest to

unity compared to the other products, the correlation

coefficient is particularly low and the RMSD is large,

suggesting that NCEP-2 captures the energy, but not the

signal, of the MJO. J-OFURO and ERA-I perform

similarly, both overestimating the variance of ›T/›t by

a factor of 2 and overestimating the amplitude of

TABLE 2. Comparison of corrected net heat flux forcing and

mixed layer temperature tendency for different heat flux products.

Computations have been made using MJO composite observations

from all grid points where the magnitude of the OLR anomaly

exceeds 10 W m22 (Fig. 2a). Relative variance is computed as the

variance of the corrected net heat flux forcing divided by the var-

iance of ›T/›t. The 95% significance level for the correlations is

R2 5 0.010. The regression coefficient, k, is computed using or-

thogonal linear regression as (Qnet 2 Qpen)(rcph)21 5 k ›T/›t.

RMSD stands for root-mean-square difference.

Relative variance

(8C day21) R2 k

RMSD

(8C day21)

OAFlux 1.8 0.35 1.6 0.013

J-OFURO 2.0 0.26 1.9 0.015

ERA-I 2.1 0.25 1.9 0.015

NCEP-2 1.7 0.15 2.0 0.016
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the signal by 90% (Table 2). These findings are con-

sistent with the study by Kumar et al. (2011), who

compared numerous heat flux products in the Sey-

chelles–Chagos thermocline ridge region. That OAF-

lux performs best relative to the observations is

unsurprising given that the ISCCP shortwave radiation

used in OAFlux is based on satellite observations,

whereas the shortwave fluxes used in NCEP-2 and

ERA-I are based on models.

The small uncertainty in the corrected net heat flux

term used in the budget (Fig. 4b) reflects only variability

across multiple events and does not take systematic

biases into account. Perhaps a more accurate method is

to first estimate the composite Qo from each heat flux

product (Table 2), then use the standard deviation across

the different products to represent the uncertainty. When

this is done, the error maps for Qo are on the same order

as those on ›T/›t, but the budget can generally still not be

closed within the estimated uncertainty. This illustrates

that heat flux is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in

the MJO heat budget.

6. Summary

Composites of mixed layer temperature, depth, and

heat budget terms (Figs. 3 and 4) have provided insight

into how various dynamical and thermodynamical pro-

cesses affect the mixed layer of the tropical Indian and

western Pacific Oceans on MJO time scales. Although

previous studies have addressed similar questions, the

present study is novel in that it is the first to use in situ

mixed layer observations to estimate a MJO mixed layer

heat balance throughout the domain. We have shown

that during the boreal winter (November–April), the

MJO excites coherent variations in mixed layer depth

and temperature throughout the Indian and western Pa-

cific Oceans, with peak-to-peak composite amplitudes of

more than 15 m and 0.68C, respectively (Fig. 3). MJO

variations in mixed layer depth are largest in the central

Indian Ocean and the western Pacific Ocean, and mixed

layer temperature anomalies are largest in the north-

western Australian basin (between Java and Australia)

and the Seychelles–Chagos thermocline ridge (around

58–108S, 608–908E) regions (Fig. 3). Our observations are

generally consistent with the model that the mixed layer

deepens and cools during the active, cloudy-windy phase

of the MJO, and shoals and warms during the clear-sky,

low-wind conditions of the suppressed phase. This is

particularly evident throughout the Indian Ocean, where

anomalies in wind stress and net heat flux are nearly in

phase and vary systematically throughout the life cycle of

the MJO (Figs. 2c,d). The signals are similarly strong in

the far western Pacific Ocean (west of 1608E and within

658 of the equator). In contrast, the mixed layer tem-

perature and depth anomalies in the central Pacific Ocean

do not vary systematically at MJO time scales, likely

because MJO wind and convective forcing over that re-

gion are not in phase.

A mixed layer heat budget analysis showed that large-

scale patterns in mixed layer temperature tendency are

governed by different processes during active and sup-

pressed conditions. During the suppressed phase of the

MJO, variations in shortwave and latent heat flux resulting

from anomalously clear and calm conditions, respectively,

contribute roughly equally to mixed layer warming. In the

active MJO phase, shortwave radiation dominates the

anomalous heat flux (70%) whereas latent heat flux

accounts for only around 40%, suggesting that the relative

role of winds and convection is asymmetrical between

active and suppressed conditions. During active MJO con-

ditions, entrainment cooling that results from mixed layer

deepening represents around half of the observed ›T/›t

signal (Fig. 5b). This is seen most clearly throughout the

central Indian Ocean, when there is an abrupt shift from

suppressed to active MJO conditions in phases 1–2 and

vertical entrainment cooling dominates the mixed layer

temperature tendency (Fig. 4d). This finding may help to

resolve the discrepancy between previous studies that

examined intraseasonal variations in the heat content of

the central Indian Ocean: Han et al. (2007) found that

latent heat flux and vertical entrainment control SST

changes on MJO time scales, whereas other authors

have shown that heat flux variations alone, in partic-

ular shortwave radiation, dominate SST variations at

MJO time scales (e.g., Duvel et al. 2004; Saji et al.

2006; Duvel and Vialard 2007; Vialard et al. 2008;

Jayakumar et al. 2011). Our results suggest that net

heat flux anomalies, dominate the overall heat budget,

but entrainment cooling is important during the active

MJO.

Horizontal and vertical advection of heat flux, though

significantly correlated with the mixed layer temperature

tendency during active MJO conditions (Fig. 5a), repre-

sent a negligible fraction of ›T/›t (Fig. 5b), indicating that

though these processes can be systematically excited by

MJO forcing, their contribution to mixed layer tem-

perature variations is not important in comparison to

heat flux and vertical entrainment anomalies. However,

we emphasize that the composites describe the average

MJO, and thus do not preclude certain processes be-

coming important during individual events. The hori-

zontal advection term, which at MJO time scales is

primarily due to anomalous currents acting on the mean

temperature gradient, only becomes significant east of

around 1608E (Fig. 4c). This confirms that as the active

MJO moves east over the Pacific Ocean, there is a shift
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from direct atmospheric forcing of the mixed layer to

indirect forcing via anomalous surface currents and

equatorial waves (e.g., Lucas et al. 2010).

Corrected net heat flux forcing is around 40% larger

than the ›T/›t signal, suggesting that the heat flux forc-

ing is overestimated or that other processes are under-

estimated. A discussion of potential error sources

concludes that the large heat budget residual is likely

due to a combination of factors. However, while the

composite analysis is useful for assessing which pro-

cesses are important in different locations and during

different MJO conditions, there is enormous variability

across MJO events that gets smoothed by the averaging.

This means that it is likely that using a composite ap-

proach can only result in a closed mixed layer heat

budget with a generous uncertainty budget (Fig. 7b).

This study revealed that MLD variations on MJO time

scales modulate the heat budget by ;40% in the equa-

torial Indian and far western Pacific Oceans during active

MJO conditions (Fig. 6d). In other words, using a ‘‘slab’’

mixed layer whose depth does not vary with the MJO can

result in large overestimations of the mixed layer tem-

perature changes forced by the MJO in these regions.

This has potentially important consequences for how

models simulate MJO anomalies in temperature, and thus

air–sea interactions. Though there remains much debate

over the importance of the role of the upper ocean in

simulating the MJO, it is useful to understand where and

to what extent MLD variations could impact the upper–

ocean heat budget on MJO time scales.

Finally, we showed that the choice of heat flux product

can radically affect the mixed layer heat budget, illus-

trating that in order to correctly estimate mixed layer

temperature variations on intraseasonal time scales, de-

veloping and validating more accurate heat flux products

should be a priority.
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APPENDIX

Data Validation and Compositing Procedure

a. Comparison between Argo and mooring data

Figure A1a shows temperature observations over our

study period (2004–10) at a RAMA mooring in the In-

dian Ocean at 08N, 908E (McPhaden et al. 2009). For

comparison, Fig. A1b shows temperatures from nearby

Argo profiles. It is evident that the distribution of Argo

data is much more sparse in time; however, by com-

paring time periods with overlapping data, it can be seen

that Argo observations capture the same variability as

do the RAMA temperatures (e.g., cooling below 30 m in

2007 and a transition to warm conditions throughout the

top 80 m in 2010). Figures A1c,d illustrate that densities,

and thus estimates of MLD, from Argo are also com-

parable to those from the RAMA mooring. Moreover,

Argo profiles typically have higher vertical resolution in

the upper ocean than do mooring data, particularly around

the level of the mixed layer base, which means that

individual MLD estimates from Argo are more accurate

than those from moorings.

b. Methodology for compositing Argo profile data

To estimate the composite MJO signal from Argo

measurements, we extracted all profiles within a grid box

defined by (xg 6 Dx, yg 6 Dy) and made within 6Dt 5 12

days of the significant MJO events during a given phase,

and fit a model to the data from those profiles. Although

not a true oscillation, the MJO signal is roughly sinusoidal

in shape over one cycle (e.g., Waliser et al. 2003; Schiller

and Godfrey 2003; Sato et al. 2011). Locally, this can be

approximated as quadratic in time, so we modeled each

phase of the MJO signal at each grid point (xg, yg) using

A 5 Ao 1 a1t9 1 a2t92 1 bx9 1 gy9 1 h(soi). (A1)
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A robust linear least squares fitting technique was used

to evaluate this expression for each of the quantities A

that were derived from the Argo profile data (i.e., T, h,

›T/›z, DT). In Eq. (A1), t9 represents the time difference

between each Argo profile and the nearest significant

MJO event, and x9 and y9 give the distance from the

profile to the center of the grid box. The fit yielded the

following quantities: Ao, the composite variation of A

associated with the MJO; a1 and a2, the MJO temporal

tendency; b and g, the MJO-related spatial variation of A

over the grid box; and h, which accounted for the in-

terannual variations in A resulting from ENSO. This last

term was multiplied by the Southern Oscillation index

(SOI; Trenberth 1984), to which a 120-day low-pass filter

had been applied to exclude high-frequency variations.

The regression procedure is illustrated in Fig. A2,

which shows the Argo mixed layer temperature data in

the grid box centered at (xg, yg) 5 (08N, 908E), that is,

the same location shown in Fig. A1. The top panels il-

lustrate the typical scatter of profile locations for each

phase of the MJO. The second row of panels (Fig. A2b)

shows the deseasonalized temperature (T̂) of each

profile in the grid box (i.e., surface-level data in Fig.

A1b), plotted against the time from the profile to the

nearest large MJO event (t9). The change in temperature

through the progression of the MJO cycle is clear: in

phase 1, the temperature anomaly is near its maximum

(as indicated by the square markers at t9 5 0);

accordingly, the fit [solid line; Eq. (A1)] yields a positive

inflection point (Fig. A2b). Phases 2–3 show decreasing

temperatures; consistent with this, the fits to these data

have negative slopes (›T/›t , 0). The minimum MJO

temperature anomaly occurs in phases 4–5, consistent

with negative inflection points in the fits. The tempera-

ture increases in phases 6–8, and the fits give positive

slopes. For comparison, Fig. A2c shows the satellite-

derived SST from TMI (Table 1) in the same grid box.

Although there are many more satellite SST observa-

tions than Argo profiles, the fits to both sets of data are

similar, illustrating that the Argo dataset does a good job

of capturing the MJO temperature signal. A comparison

of the fits to the gridded SST with the fits to the Argo

mixed layer temperature, at all grid points for which the

magnitude of the OLR anomaly exceeds 10 W m22 and

for all MJO phases, gives a significant correlation (R2 5

0.3 for the mean and R2 5 0.5 for the a1 term, cf. a 95%

significance level of R2 5 0.01). This shows that Argo

data, though sparse, can effectively capture the vari-

ability associated with the canonical MJO.

Finally, Fig. A2d shows the deseasonalized MLD es-

timates from Argo (i.e., black dots in Fig. A1d) and the

regressions to these data. Though the scatter for the

MLD is greater than that for the mixed layer tempera-

ture data shown in Fig. A2b, there is still a clear MLD

signal throughout the life cycle of the MJO, with nega-

tive anomalies (shallow mixed layers) in phases 8 and 1

FIG. A1. Comparison of (top) upper-ocean data from a RAMA mooring at (08, 908E) and (bottom) data from all

Argo profiles made in a 88 (longitude) 3 48 (latitude) box surrounding the mooring site. (a),(b) Temperature from

2004–10. Density for one winter season [November 2007–April 2008; indicated with dashed lines in (a),(b)] shows the

density for the (c) same RAMA data and (d) Argo profiles. In (c), the depths of the salinity sensors at this mooring are

shown with black squares, and in (d) the vertical sampling of a typical Argo profile is shown with squares. The MLD,

calculated using a density threshold criterion, is superimposed on the densities: the TAO data-derived MLDs are

plotted as a black line in (c), and the Argo-derived MLDs are plotted as black dots in (d). For comparison, the Argo

MLDs are also plotted as red dots in (c).
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consistent with suppressed conditions (warm surface

temperatures), and the peak positive MLD anomaly in

phase 4 consistent with active conditions (surface cool-

ing). These panels illustrate that although the MLD

observations from Argo at a given location are tempo-

rally sparse (Fig. A1d), a significant and consistent signal

emerges when the data from many events are combined

and fit to Eq. (A1).

The spatial and temporal derivatives of T and h that

emerge from the fit in Eq. (A1) provide the gradient

terms used in the heat budget [Eq. (2)]. From the fits

to mixed layer temperature, a1, b, and g give the terms

›T/›t, ›T/›x, and ›T/›y, respectively. Similarly, ›h/›t

was extracted from the fit to MLD.

We found that a value of Dt 5 12 days, corresponding

to around one quarter of the MJO cycle, yielded the best

fits to the Argo data. For Dt , 12 days, the fit was poor

and the temporal evolution of the MJO signal was not

well captured, and conversely for Dt much larger than

12 days, a quadratic fit was not able to adequately cap-

ture the variance. We used grid boxes defined by Dx 5 48

and Dy 5 28, which maximizes the number of profile data

FIG. A2. Example of regressions to Argo data in one grid box (08 6 28N, 908 6 4E8). (a) For each phase, the

geographical scatter of the Argo profiles in the grid box are shown. (b) The deseasonalized mixed layer temperature

anomaly for each profile in the grid box, plotted against the time difference between the profile measurement and the

nearest significant MJO event in that phase (t9). The black squares and lines result from the robust fit to the data [Eq.

(A1)], with the squares indicating the mean temperature anomaly (To) and the solid (dashed) lines showing the fit to

the data (6 the standard deviation). (c) SST measurements derived from the TMI satellite product in the same grid

box, with the fit and standard deviation of the data. (d) As in (b), but show regressions to MLD anomalies.
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that go into the regressions while capturing the spatial

variation of the MJO. In most regions, the results of the

analysis were not sensitive to the size of the grid box:

generally, larger grid boxes resulted in smoother spatial

patterns and composite signals with slightly smaller

amplitudes. The exception was the far western Pacific

Ocean, where the spatial scale of MJO variations is small,

so using larger grid boxes resulted in a large noise-to-

signal ratio, but smaller boxes contained few profiles and

robust composites could not be estimated.
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